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Abstract 
This paper presents a new characterization of bipartite permutation graphs and a structure 
theorem for (0,l )-matrices with a special consecutive l’s property. These results lead to a linear- 
time algorithm for the minimum buffer size problem when restricted to bipartite permutation 
graphs; this problem arises in relational database systems and is NP-hard for a general graph. 
1. Introduction 
Let G = (U, V,E) be a bipartite graph, where U = (~1,. . , u,} is the left node set 
and I7 = (~1,. .,u,,} the right node set. A subset S c U (or V) is called a segment 
if its elements are consecutive in U (or in V). For any node x in G, let X denote the 
set of all nodes that are adjacent to x; i.e., X = {y : (x,y) E E}. A labeling of the 
nodes of V has the convex property if for each node u in U, ii is a segment in the 
labeling of V. A labeling with the convex property is a convex labeling. G is said to 
be convex on V if there exists a convex labeling for V. The term convex on U is 
similarly defined. A convex graph is a bipartite graph that is convex on at least one 
node set. A biconvex graph is one that is convex on both node sets. 
Booth and Lueker [l] described an algorithm that determines whether a given bipar- 
tite graph G = (U, V,E) is convex on U (or V) and if so, generates a convex labeling 
for the node set. Applying the algorithm twice, on U and V, respectively, one can test 
whether a bipartite graph is biconvex, and if it is, obtain a biconvex labeling for the 
graph. Booth and Lueker’s algorithm has a time complexity of 0( 1 U 1 + 1 V 1 + IEl ). 
A subclass of biconvex graphs is the class of bipartite permutation graphs. A graph 
is a permutation graph if there is some pair of labelings of the nodes such that an 
edge exists between nodes x and y if and only if x precedes y in one of the labelings 
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while y precedes x in the other [3,8]. The fact that bipartite permutation graphs are 
biconvex is a direct result from a Characterization Theorem [8] that indicates that the 
following statements are equivalent for a bipartite graph G = (U, V,E): 
(i) G is a bipartite permutation graph. 
(ii) There is a strong ordering of U U V. (A strong ordering is a labeling of U and 
a labeling of V such that for all (u,,ub) E E and (u,/,ubl) E E, where U, and u,! are in 
u and ub and vb’ are in V, if a < a’ and b’ < b, then (u,, r&f) E E and (u,~,vb) E E.) 
(iii) There exists a convex labeling of V which has the additional enclosure property 
that for every pair of nodes x, y in U, if X > J then X - J is a segment. 
Based on these characterizations, Spinrad et al. developed an 0( 1 UI + 1 V I+ lE 1) time 
algorithm that determines whether a bipartite graph G( U, V, E) is a permutation graph. 
Let G = (U, V, E) be a bipartite graph, and let the nodes be labeled as U = 
{W,..., u,} and V = {VI,. . , v,}. If V is convex, then a condition stronger than 
the enclosure property is the forward property: for every pair of nodes ui,uj in U, if 
i < j then Ui 3 Uj, where “5” is a partial ordering defined as below. For any segment 
s = {X&+i,..., xb} in U or V, define first(S) and last(S), respectively, to be the 
index of the first element in S and that of the last element in S (i.e., first(S) = a and 
last(S) = b). For two segments A and B in the same node set (both in U or both in 
V), define A 3 B if and only if first(A) < first(B) and last(A)<la.st(B). 
Definition 1. A bipartite graph G = (U, V, E) is forward-convex if there exists a la- 
beling of U U V such that V is convex and the labeling has the forward property. Such 
a labeling is called a forward-convex labeling. 
Fig. 1 shows an example forward-convex graph and its adjacency matrix; the labeling 
in the figure is a forward-convex labeling. 
Recently, while studying database systems, we observed [ 1 l] that those bipartite 
graphs (called page connectivity graphs in [2,6,5]) which are used to model certain 
join operations in relational database systems are often forward-convex. This motivated 









Fig. 1. A forward-convex graph. 
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It turns out that forward-convex graphs and bipartite permutation graphs are the same 
class of graphs. Thus, forward-convex is another characteristic property of permutation 
graphs. In this paper we report two results concerning forward-convex graphs (bipartite 
permutation graphs). First, we establish another characteristic property for bipartite 
permutation graphs. This yields an algorithm that determines whether a bipartite graph 
is forward-convex, and if it is, generates a forward-convex labeling for the graph. 
When translated into the language of (O,l)-matrices, the new characteristic property 
becomes a structure theorem for forward-convex matrices, which may be regarded as 
a variant of Tucker’s structure theorem for the consecutive l’s property. Second, we 
show that an NP-hard problem - the Minimum BufSer Size Problem - that has 
applications in relational database systems can be efficiently solved when restricted to 
bipartite permutation graphs. 
Our recognition algorithm has the same time complexity as the recognition algorithm 
of [g]. These two algorithms are different in approach, and they generate different 
labelings. If the graph in question is a bipartite permutation graph, the Spinrad et 
al. algorithm will generate a labeling with convex and enclosure properties, while our 
algorithm will generate a forward-convex labeling. A forward-convex labeling definitely 
has convex and enclosure properties. The reverse is in general not true. Our algorithm 
for the minimum buffer size problem needs a forward-convex labeling. 
2. Forward-convex and bipartite permutation graphs 
This section presents two results: (1) forward-convex graphs and bipartite permuta- 
tion graphs are equivalent, and (2) a biconvex graph is forward-convex if and only if 
it does not contain an induced subgraph that is isomorphic to either of the two graphs 
in Fig. 2. The latter result leads to a linear-time algorithm that recognizes a bipartite 
permutation graph and generates a forward-convex labeling. 
A subgraph G’ = (V’, E’) of a graph G = (V, E) is said to be an induced subgraph 
if it is induced by the node set V’, i.e., if E’ = {(u,u) E E : u,u E V’}. 
Throughout this paper, let G1 and G2 be the two graphs depicted in Fig. 2. Neither 
of them is forward-convex. 
Fig. 2. Two non-forward-convex graphs GI and G2. 
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The main result of this section is the following theorem that characterizes the class 
of forward-convex graphs. This theorem augments the Spinrad et al. theorem [S] in 
characterizing bipartite permutation graphs. 
Theorem 1. The following statements are equivalent for a bipartite graph G = 
(U, V,E): 
(a) G is a bipartite permutation graph. 
(b) G is forward-convex. 
(c) G is biconvex and contains no induced subgraph that is isomorphic to G1 
or Gz. 
Proof. (a) + (b): By the Spimad et al. characterization theorem, it suffices to show 
that every strong labeling can be converted to a forward-convex labeling. Thus, let 
G be a bipartite permutation graph, and let U = {ui,...,~,} and I’ = {vi,...,v,} 
be a strong labeling. Assume that in this labeling there is no isolated node between 
non-isolated nodes (otherwise relabel the nodes to satisfy this condition). Let u, be 
any node in U, and suppose (ua,Vi) E E and (ua,Vj) E E. Consider any node ok, 
i < k < j. Since no isolated node exists between Vi and Vj, vk is not isolated and thus 
joined to some ub by an edge. Due to the strong property of the labeling, (u,,vk) is 
an edge in E. So, G is convex on V. Now consider any two nodes u, and Ub with 
a < b. The strong property implies first(z&)<first(&,) and last(z&)<last(i&), so 
the labeling is forward-convex. 
(b) + (a): Suppose that G has a forward-convex labeling: U = {ui,. . , u,} and V = 
{v~,...,vn}.Let(u,,~~)EEand(u,~,~~~)EE,wherel~a<a’~mand1~b’<b~n. 
Since the labeling is forward-convex on V, i& 3 U, t and hence f irst(i&) <f irst(z&) < 
b’ < b< last(&). Thus, (ua,q,/) E E. A similar argument leads to (u,,,q,) E E. So the 
labeling has the strong ordering property. 
(b) + (c): This follows directly from the following two simple observations: 
l If G is forward-convex, then every induced subgraph of G is forward-convex. 
a Neither Gi nor G2 is forward-convex. 
(c) + (b): The proof is constructive. We develop an algorithm that generates a 
forward-convex labeling for any given graph satisfying condition (c). The algorithm is 
described in the Section 4. 0 
Corollary 1. Let G be a bipartite permutation graph without isolated nodes. A la- 
beling of G has the forward-convex property if and only if it has the strong ordering 
property. 
Since the strong property is symmetric between U and V, it follows from this 
corollary that a labeling is forward-convex on U if and only if it is forward-convex 
on V. 
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3. Structure theorem for forward-convex matrices 
A bipartite graph G = (U, V, E) can be represented by an adjacency matrix M( I..m. 
1.~) such that A4(i,j) = 1 if (u,,c~) E E, and M(i,j) = 0 if (u,,~,) 4 E. With this 
representation. properties of bipartite graphs can be translated to properties of (0.1 )- 
matrices, and vice versa. 
A (0, 1 )-matrix M is said to have the consecutive l’s property for YOUX if the 
columns of h4 can be permuted so that the 1’s in each row appear consecutively [IO]. 
It is clear that G is convex on V (U) if and only if its adjacency matrix has the 
consecutive l’s property for rows (columns). 
A (0,l )-matrix M is said to have the .fi,nl,ard-convex property ,for rows if the rows 
and/or columns of A4 can be permuted so that the l’s in each row are consecutive and, 
in addition, the rows of I’s, when examined from top to bottom, shift gradually from 
left to right (see Fig. l(b) for illustration). Similarly, M is said to have the j;7rwurd- 
co~zws proprrtr fbr columns if the rows and/or columns of A4 can be permuted so 
that the l’s in each column are consecutive and, in addition, the columns of I’s, when 
examined from left to right, shift gradually from top to bottom. It is clear that a matrix 
has the forward-convex property for rows if and only if it has the forward-convex 
property for columns. It is also clear that the following lemma is true. 
Lemma 1. A bipartite qruplz G = (U, V,E) is ,fbwurd-convex !fund on!,, [fits U&J- 
WICKS rmrtri\- is ,finward-conce.u (,ftir ro)tss and columns). 
Tucker [IO] proved a structure theorem for (0, I )-matrices with the consecutive 1’s 
property: a (0, I)-matrix M has the consecutive l’s property for columns if and only 
if no submatrix of A4 is a member of five specific configurations. A similar theorem 
for matrices with the consecutive l’s property for rows and columns was also proved 
in the same paper. We wish to obtain a similar structure theorem for forward-convex 
matrices. 
Suppose G’ and G” are bipartite graphs, and M’ and M” are their adjacency matrices, 
respectively. Matrix M’ is said to be isomorphic to matrix M” if and only if graph G’ 
is isomorphic to graph G”. It is not hard to see that M’ is isomorphic to M” if and 
only if M’ can be obtained from M” by a sequence of operations, where each operation 
is an interchange of two rows or two columns or a transposition of the matrix. 
Let A41 and A42 be the adjacency matrices of GI and Cl, respectively, 
A suhmutri.~ of a matrix is a matrix consisting of those elements at the intersections 
between a number of rows and a number of columns. For example, in Fig. 3, M’ is a 
submatrix of M obtained from rows 1, 3, 4, 6 and columns 2, 4, 5, 7. 







6 000001111 11 
7 00000011 I10 
8 00000001100 
Fig. 3. Example submatrix. 
The adjacency matrix of a subgraph of G is not necessarily a submatrix of M. 
However, if the subgraph is an induced subgraph, then its matrix is a submatrix of M. 
Conversely, each submatrix of M defines an induced subgraph of G. These immediately 
lead to the following. 
Lemma 2. A bipartite graph G contains an induced subgraph isomorphic to G1 or G2 
if and only if its adjacency matrix M contains a submatrix isomorphic to A41 or I%&. 
The “(b) ++ (c)” part of Theorem 1 is equivalent to the following structure theorem 
for forward-convex matrices. The former theorem is expressed in terms of graphs, while 
the latter is in terms of (O,l)-matrices. 
Theorem 2. A (0, 1)-matrix has the forward-convex property if and only if‘ it has 
the consecutive l’s properties for rows and columns and, in addition, none of its 
submatrices is isomorphic to A41 or 442. 
The “+” part of the theorem follows directly from Lemma 2 and the “(b) + (c)” 
part of Theorem 1. The next section is devoted to proving the other direction. 
4. Recognizing forward-convex graphs and forward-convex matrices 
Since there is a one-one correspondence between bipartite graphs and (O,l)-matrices, 
we will not distinguish between these two notions. In particular, we will not distinguish 
between Theorem 2 and the “(b) @ (c)” part of Theorem 1. 
Given a biconvex graph containing no induced subgraph isomorphic to Gi or Gz, 
we want to generate a forward-convex labeling for the graph. If the given graph is not 
biconvex and/or has Gi or G2 as an induced subgraph, we want to detect this fact, 
too. 
Let G = (U, V,E) be the given bipartite graph. Applying twice Booth and Lueker’s 
algorithm to a bipartite graph, we can either produce a biconvex labeling for the 
graph or conclude that it is not biconvex (and thus not forward-convex). Suppose 
that G is biconvex, and the labeling U = {ui,...,u,} and V = {v~,...,v,} has the 
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(4 (b) 
Fig. 4. Example of an adjacency matrix and its line representation 
convex property on both U and V. Furthermore, since a graph is forward-convex (resp. 
satisfies condition (c) of Theorem 1) if and only if each of its connected components 
is forward-convex (or satisfies condition (c)), we further assume that G is connected. 
For convenience, we will represent a row of consecutive l’s by a line segment. For 
instance, the matrix in Fig. 4(a) is represented by the diagram in Fig. 4(b). 
4.1. Properties of biconvex graphs 
Let G = (U, V, E) be a connected biconvex graph, and let U = (~1,. . , u,} and V = 
{v, , . . . , v,~} be a biconvex labeling. Relative to this labeling, let M be the adjacency 
matrix of G. 
The following lemma shows the relationship among the rows of consecutive l’s in 
M: when examined from top to bottom, these rows first expand, then move to the right 
(or to the left), and finally shrink (see Fig. 4(b)). 
Lemma 3. Let G = (U, V, E) be a connected biconvex graph with hiconvex labeling 
I/ = {a~, ~2, . u,} and V = {cl, ~2,. , Lo}. Let uo and u,+l be two dummy nodes 
such that ii0 = I&,+, = 0. Then, there exist indices p and q, 1 < p <q < m, such thut 
one of the ,jbllowing conditions holds: 
0 = 2.70 c ii, c .c up 3 . 3 uq > > ii, > u,,+, = 0 (2) 
Proof. Let a be such that first(&) is smallest among all f’irst(i&)‘s, and let b be 
such that last(&) is largest among all last(iii)‘s. Ties are resolved arbitrarily. Let 
p = min{a, b} and q = max{a, b}. One readily sees that Eq. (2) holds if a<h, and 
the other holds otherwise. 0 
Note that Eqs. (2) and (3) are symmetric to each other in the sense that one becomes 
the other if the nodes of U are numbered in reversed order. Thus, in order to determine 
if G is forward-convex, we may assume without loss of generality that Eq. (2) holds. 
In other words, we assume that the rows of consecutive l’s in the matrix first expand, 
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then move to the right (rather than the left), and finally shrink. There may be more 
than one pair of (p,q) satisfying Eq. (2). By first choosing p to be as large as possible 
and then choosing q to be as small as possible (under the condition that p <q), we 
may further assume the following: 
up # up+1 (4) 
and 
if p<q thenz&l#1T,. (5) 
Let G = (U, V, E) be a given connected biconvex graph satisfying Eqs. (2), (4) and 
(5). Define p’ > p to be the smallest index such that UP, # UP. Similarly, define 
q’ < q to be the largest index such that ~7~’ # ~7~. By Eqs. (4) and (5) we have (1) 
p’ = p+l, and (2) q’ = q- 1 if p < q. When p = q, q’ could be smaller than q - 1. 
Let A be the set of segments (rows of consecutive l’s) in the top p segments that 







A’ = {U,,...,Up} -A (8) 
and 
B’={u,,...,z.Y,}-B. (9) 
The segments in A’ (B’, resp.) have no overlaps with UP’ (z&f, resp.). 
A set of segments S = {si , . . . , Sk} is said to be left-aligned if f irst(sl ) = . . . = 
first(sk). fhdarly, s iS right-aligned if last(sl) = . . = ht(sk). For COnVeniCnCe, 
define an empty set to be both left- and right-aligned. If S is both left- and right-aligned, 
then all segments in S are equal. 
If each “C” in Eq. (2) can be changed to “3” by relabeling the nodes, then the 
graph is forward-convex. The following lemma shows a case in which “c” can be 
easily converted to “5”. In this lemma, fik is the first element of A and Ul is the last 
element of B; i.e., 
A = {& ,..., cP} and B = {& ,..., Cr}. (10) 
Lemma 4. If A is left-aligned, then the nodes from v1 up to the last node oj- &-I 
can be relabeled so that ii1 3 . . 3 Up; the relabeling does not affect the “c” or 
“5” relationships among UP,. . . , ii,,, (see Fig. 5 for illustration). Similarly, if B is 
right-aligned, then the nodes from the first node of ii/+1 down to the last node of V 
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I- :u, : 
I : : 
I’---! 
I I I 
I : : 
; ‘k 
I 
I : . 
I :- uP -;_a _ _ - - u , 
I P 
Fig. 5. A is left-aligned. 
can be relabeled in a way that makes &, 3 5 Cm and that does not aflect the “2” 
or “T<” relutionships among ii,, . , I&. 
Proof. Assume A to be left-aligned. Also, assume A’ # 8 (or we immediately have 
Ul 5 .. 5 ~2~). Then, first(CP) < first(llp~). Let k be such that A’ = {ii;,...,i&l} 
and 11 = {z&, . , Up}. Since Ut C_. . . c Uk, the nodes from cl to the last node of ~7-1 
can be relabeled so that {Et,. . , z&} becomes left-aligned (see Fig. 6 for an illustra- 
tion). This operation does not change the contents of z&, . . . , U,. Thus, after relabeling, 
27,,...,17, are all left-aligned and, therefore, 111 5 5 Up. The “c” or “5” relation- 
ships among Up,. . , 22, remain intact. 0 
4.2. CUSP p = q 
The next lemma establishes the “(c) + (b)” part of Theorem 1 for the case 
P = 4. 
Lemma 5. Let G = (U, V, E) be a connected bicomex graph satisfying Eqs. (2) (4) 
und (5). If p = q in Eq. (2), then the following stutements ure equivalent. 
1. G is forward-convex. 
2. G contains no induced subgraph isomorphic to GI or GI. 
3. At least one of the following conditions is satis$ed, where A and B ure us d+ned 
in Eqs. (6) and (7). 
(a) For all i, j, either iii C_ iij or 6, > ti,. 
(b) A is left-aligned und B is right-aligned. 
(c) A is right-aligned and B is left-aligned. 
12 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 1011 4325167891011 
1 00010000000 1 10000000000 
A’ 2 00110000000 2 11000000000 
3 01111000000 
I 
k=4 11111110000 Relabeled k=: 
11110000000 
11111110000 
A 5 11111111000 5 11111111000 
p=6 lllllllllO0 p=6 lllllllllO0 
p'=7 00000111110 p'=7 00000111110 
8 OOOOOO~llOO 8 OOOOOOll~OO 
Fig. 6. Example relabeling process when A is left-aligned. 
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Proof. (1 + 2): This has been proved in Section 2. 
(2 + 3): Let M be the adjacency matrix of G, and let Mi and A&z be the matrices 
defined in Eq. (1). In light of Lemma 2, it suffices to show that if none of the three 
conditions is satisfied, then A4 contains a submatrix isomorphic to A41 or A&. 
So, assume that none of the three conditions (a), (b), (c) is satisfied, and consider 
all possible cases. 
Case 1: A is neither left- nor right-aligned. In this case A contains more than one 
element. Let A = {&, . . . , ~7~). Then, {z&, Up} is neither left- nor right-aligned. Since (a) 
is not true, there exist a pair (i,j), i < p < j, such that z7, g z7j and Ui 2 r?j. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume first(&) <first(Gj) (the other case is similar). 
Then, first(&) < first(cj) and last(zi,) < last(cj). However, ZT, and cj may or may 
not have intersection. If they do have intersection, then Ui and up! also have intersection 
and, consequently, k d i < p. Consider four possible cases. 
Subcase 1: Ui n tij # 8 and {U,, ~7~) is not left-aligned. In this case, {Ui, Up} is 
not right-aligned either, as otherwise it would lead to a contradiction that ci > cj. 
Partitioning Up into five subsets as shown in Fig. 7(a), one may construct from columns 
1, 2, 3, 4 a submatrix 
0110 
M’= 1111 
[ I 0011 
that is isomorphic to M2. 
Subcase 2: Ui n Is/ # 8 and {z7j, Up} is not right-aligned (Fig. 7(b) illustrates this 
case). Again, from the figure (particularly, columns 2, 3, 4, 5) one readily sees the 
existence of a submatrix isomorphic to M2. 
Subcase 3: Ui n ii, # 0, {Ui,Up> is left-aligned and {2lj,2lp} is right-aligned. In this 
case, {fi,,, 6,“) is also right-aligned since Up > U,f > iij (recall that p’ = pf 1 = q+ 1). 
Fig. 7(c) shows the relationship among the four segments & Ui, Up, Up’. From these four 
rows and columns 1, 2 and 3, one may construct a submatrix isomorphic to M2: 
010 




(b) M, (~1 M, (d) M, 
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Szlbcuse 4: & n Uj = 0. Since Ui 2 i& z 27,, {Ul. Up} is neither left-aligned nor right- 
aligned and r.71 n ii/ = 8. Since UP # UPi, either fir.st(GP) < first(zYpf) or last(G,~) < 
fast(Gp). If fivst(uP) < fiust(Gp/), we have the case as illustrated in Fig. 7(d). A 
submatrix isomorphic to M2 exists: 
010 
&f’ 1 1 1 = i 
011 I . 001 
The case where 2ast(Gp,) < Zast(zYp) is similar. 
C’use 2: B is neither left-aligned nor right-aligned. This case is symmetric to case 1. 
C’use 3: A is not left-aligned and B is not left-aligned. Assume that A is right- 
aligned and B is right-aligned; otherwise, it falls into either Case 1 or Case 2. Then, 
A U B U {u,} is right-aligned. But this is impossible because condition (a) is false. 
Cirse 4: A is not right-aligned and B is not right-aligned. The proof is similar to 
Case 3. 
(3 + 1): If condition (a) is satisfied (Fig. 8(a)), then the nodes of U can be relabeled 
so that Ui c z& 2 . . . 2 ii,,. With this new labeling, Eq. (2) holds with p = m and A = 0. 
By Lemma 4, the nodes of V can be relabeled so that Ul 3 i& 3 . 5 t&,. This new 
labeling is forward-convex. If (b) holds (Fig. 8(b)), then by Lemma 4 a forward- 
convex labeling can be obtained by relabeling the nodes of V. Case (c) becomes case 
(b) if the nodes in U are relabeled in reverse order. 0 
4.3. Case p -c q 
Now consider the case p < q in Eq. (2). Define p” > p to be the smallest index 
such that {UP, UP,,} is not right-aligned. Similarly, define q” < q to be the largest index 
such that {z&, U,ff} is not left-aligned. Note that p < p’ < p” < q and p d q” < q’ < q. 










I :I I 
I 





I : : 
I : : 
I 






Fig. 8. Two cases where G, with p = q, is forward-convex 
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Lemma 6. Let G = (U, V, E) be u connected biconvex graph satisfying Eqs. (2), (4) 
and (5). Zf p < q in Eq. (2), then the following statements are equivalent. 
1. G is forward-convex. 
2. G contains no induced subgruph isomorphic to G1 or G2. 
3. A and B sutisjj the condition (al v a2)A(bl V b2), where A and B ure as dejined 
in Eqs. (6) and (7) mnd al, a2, bl, and b2 ure the following statements: 
(al) A is left-aligned. 
(a2) A is right-aligned, A = (61,. . . , U,}, und first(tll ) d f irst(C,Ijf ). 
(b 1) B is right-aligned. 
(b2) B is left-aligned, B = {z& . . , E,}, and last(&) 3 last(+ ). 
Proof. (1 + 2): This has been proved in Section 2. 
(2 + 3): Let A4 be the adjacency matrix of G, and let A41 and A42 be the matrices 
defined in Eq. (1). We show that if al and a2 are both false, then A4 contains a 
submatrix isomorphic to MI or I%. (The argument will be similar if bl and b2 are 
both false.) 
So, assume A is not left-aligned and at least one of these three conditions is satisfied: 
i) A is not right-aligned, ii) A # {Cl,. . . , G,}, iii) first(Cl) > first(UpN). Let k be the 
smallest index such that & E A. Thus, A = {z&, . . . , z&} and A’ = {6[, . . . , @_ I}_ 
Case 1: A is not right-aligned. In this case, A is neither left- nor right-aligned and 
so i& and zip are neither left- nor right-aligned. There are four possibilities. 
Subcase 1: {U p, Up,} is right-aligned and f irst(z&) < f irst(z?,,). The three segments 
&, up, up’ have same relationships as the three segments Ui, UP and iij of Fig. 7(a). 
Hence, A4 contains a submatrix isomorphic to A42. 
Subcuse 2: {U,, Cpf} is right-aligned and f irst(zT,,) <first(&) < first(tiprj ). Con- 
sider the case first(zTp//)d last(&). Fig. 9(a) illustrates the case. Obviously, M con- 
tains a submatrix isomorphic to A42. 
On the other hand, assume that first(zYp~~) > last(&). Fig. 9(b) illustrates the case. 
It can be checked that A4 contains a submatrix isomorphic to MI. 
Subcase 3: {U,, UP/} is right-aligned and ,first(Qp,) < first(zTP,,) < f irst(&). Since 
UP # UP,, first(up) < first(iiP,). Out of the three segments uk, up, upon (see Fig. 9(c) 
for illustration), a submatrix isomorphic to MI can be easily constructed. 
Subcase 4: {UP,UP/} is not right-aligned. Fig. 9(d) illustrates the relationship among 
the three segments i&, UP and r?,~. One readily sees that A4 contains a submatrix 
isomorphic to Ml. 
Fig. 9. Cases where M contains a submatrix isomorphic to Ml or M2. 
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Fig. IO. Two cases where G, with p < q, is isomorphically forward-convex 
Case 2: A # (~71,. . . , Up} (i.e., 1 < k < p). Assume A is right-aligned (or case 1 
applies). The four segments ut, uk, up and up” have the same relationships as the four 
segments uk, up!, up and up” in Fig. 9(b). Therefore, a submatrix isomorphic to Mt 
can be obtained. 
Case 3: first(zYt ) > first(upff ). Assume A is right-aligned and A = {El,. . . , ii,,} (or 
we have case 1 or 2). The three segments ~1, up, and up”, as illustrated in Fig. 9(e), 
indicates the existence of a submatrix isomorphic to Mi. 
(3 + 1): Conditions (al) and (a2) are illustrated in Fig. 10. Assume (al V ~2) A 
(61 ‘d 62) is true. There are four possible cases: al A bl, a2 A bl, al A h2, a2 A b2. 
Case 1: al A bl. It follows from Lemma 4 that the nodes in UP -- U4 and the nodes 
in & - UP can be, respectively, relabeled so that Ut 5 . . 5 ii,, and z& 3 t 3 U,. 
Case 2: a2 A bl. It follows from Eq. (1 ), condition a2 and the definition of p” that 
{U,, . . .,U,f~_, } is right-align e d and, therefore, the nodes ~1,. , up/r-l can be relabeled 
so that ~7, 5 3 U,II_, 3 Lip. This relabeling does not affect condition b2 because 
p” bq. It is thus possible to relabel the nodes in z&,, - UP to satisfy Uy 3 3 U,,,. 
Cuse 3: al A b2. This case is symmetric to case 2. 
Case 4: a2 A b2. In this case, {Ut,. .,iip~~-,} is right-aligned and {&f+r,. .i&,} 
left-aligned. If p” <q” (as illustrated in Fig. 1 l(a) and (b)), it is easy to relabel 
~1,. .,u~I~_I as well as uq~~+t,. .. u, to make the graph forward-convex. If p” > q” 
(see Fig. II(c)), then the segments z++r ,..., U,ft_i are both left- and right-aligned. 
It is possible to relabel the nodes ~1,. , uq” and the nodes upon,. , u,,, to make G 
forward-convex. 0 
4.4. The algorithm and its complexity 
Lemmas 5 and 6 together prove the “(c) + (b)” part of Theorem 1. The proofs 
of these lemmas also provide an algorithm for recognizing forward-convex graphs and 
generating forward-convex labelings. For clarity, we summarize the algorithm in the 
following. 
Algorithm: Recognizing and Labeling Forward-Convex Graphs 
Input: A connected bipartite graph G = (U, V,E) with labeling U = (~1,. . . urn} 
and V = {u~,...,u,}. 
Output: A forward-convex labeling for G if it is forward-convex. 
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Fig. 11. Three cases that A satisfies a2 and B satisfies b2. 
Begin 
1. Apply Booth and Lueker’s algorithm twice, once on U and once on V, and 
generate a biconvex labeling. If this cannot be done then print “G is not forward- 
convex” and return. 
2. Check if the following condition (i.e., Eq. (2)) is satisfied: 
3. 
If not, relabel the nodes of U in reversed order so that the condition holds. 




Let p’ > p be the smallest index such that UP! # UP, and let q’ < q be the 
largest index such that z&f # z&. 
Compute A and B as defined in Eqs. (6) and (7), and suppose this yields 
6. 
A = {z& ,..., zip} and B = {i& ,..,, Cl}. 
If p = q, then test if any of the three conditions as described in statement 3 of 
Lemma 5 is satisfied: 
case 
l for all i and j (1 < i,j <m) it holds either Ui 2 zT~ or Ui 2 t(i: 
*A 
*A 
relabel the nodes of U so that UI C ii2 C: . . . C: 27,; 
apply Lemma 4 and relabel V so that Ui 5 272 5 . . . 3 U,; 
is left-aligned and B is right-aligned: 
apply Lemma 4 and relabel V so that Ui 5 z& 5 . . . 3 27,; 
is right-aligned and B is left-aligned: 
reverse the order of U, and then 
apply Lemma 4 and relabel V so that Ui 5 62 5 . . 5 U, 
0 else: 
print “G is not forward-convex” and return 
end case 
7. If p < q, then let p” > p be the smallest index such that {UP,UP,,} is not 
right-aligned, and let q” < q be the largest index such that {z&,z+} is not 
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left-aligned. Then check if A satisfies (al ) or (a2) and B satisfies (bl ) or (b2) of 
Lemma 6: 
case 
0 al A bl: 
apply Lemma 4 and relabel the nodes in l*,, - z& so that 
u, 5 . . 5 up; 
apply Lemma 4 and relabel the nodes in zi4 - UP so that 
iI4 5 ‘.. 5 u,; 
l a2Abl: 
relabel nodes ~1,. . ,uptl-, so that Ur 5 . 5 U,L~ 5 ii,tg; 
relabel the nodes in z& - UP C V so that U4 3 . 3 U,. 
l al A b2: 
relabel nodes uq~t+r,. , urn so that U,,! 5 z&~~+i 5 5 Up,,,; 
relabel the nodes in UP - z& C V so that Ur 5 . . 3 ii,; 
a a2 A b2: 
if p” <q” (as illustrated in Fig. 1 l(a)-(b)) then 
relabel ~1,. .,up~r_l and z+~+l,. .,u, so that 
u, 5 I& 5 ‘.. 3 u,,; 
else /* p” > q” as illustrated in Fig. 1 l(c) */ 
relabel nodes ui,. . . ,uqtt and nodes U~II,. . ,u, so that 
27, 3 I& 5 ..’ 5 u,,; 
0 else: 
print “G is not forward-convex” 
end case 
End 
Assuming that the given graph G is represented by adjacency lists (i.e., nonzero 
entries of the adjacency matrix), we analyze the time complexity of the above algorithm 
as follows. Step 1 needs O(lUl + (VI + lE\) t’ ime as required by the Booth-Lueker 
algorithm. Step 2 can be done in 0( ( Ul ) time if one first obtains the boundary of 
the l’s in the matrix (i.e., the left margin li and right margin pi of the l’s on each 
row i); these margins can be computed in 0( IE I ) time. It takes only 0( 1 U I ) time to 
identify p, q, p’, and q’ in steps 3 and 4. With ii’s and Ti’s known, computing A 
and B in step 5 takes no more than O() U 1) time. Checking condition (a) of Lemma 5 
in step 6 can be done in O(jUl) time; here we take the advantage of Eq. (2) and 
do something similar to merging; it is not necessary to compare every pair (U,,17,). 
Conditions (b) and (c) can also be tested in O(\Ui) time. The relabeling process takes 
at most O(jUl + IVl) t’ ime for condition (a) and O(l Vi) time for conditions (b) and 
(c). In step 7, checking conditions (al), (a2), (bl) and (b2) of Lemma 6 can be done 
in O(lU() time. The relabeling process takes no more than O(max{ IUI. (VI}) time. So. 
the overall time complexity is 0( ( UI + I V ( + IEl). 
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5. Minimizing the buffer size: An application 
Consider a join operation of two relations in a relational database system. Each 
relation is a collection of tuples and is stored in the disk as a number of pages. The 
page connectivity graph of a join operation is a graph in which each node represents 
a data page and there is an edge between two nodes if and only if their corresponding 
data pages possibly contain tuples that need to be joined [2,6,5]. Only those pages 
(nodes) with at least an edge in the graph need to be accessed, and two data pages 
need to be in the main memory simultaneously if they are connected by an edge. 
Given a page connectivity graph G, the minimum buffer size problem is to determine 
the minimum amount of buffer required to perform the join operation represented by 
G. This problem is NP-hard if G is an arbitrary graph [2]. As was mentioned in 
the Introduction, the page connectivity graphs for many join operations are forward- 
convex [ 111. This motivates us to look for an efficient algorithm for the minimum 
buffer size problem with problem instances restricted to forward-convex graphs. We 
report a linear-time algorithm here. Several other NP-complete problems are known to 
be polynomially solvable for bipartite permutation graphs [8]. 
We start our discussion by formally formulating the problem. Let G = (U, V,E) be 
the page connectivity graph of a join operation. Without loss of generality, assume that 
G contains no isolated nodes as such nodes can be deleted. A retrieved-once sequence 
S of G is a permutation of U U V, in which each node appears exactly once. In order 
to perform the join operation, suppose that the pages of the relations are fetched, in 
the order of S, to a buffer in main memory. Once a page is fetched, it is retained in 
the buffer until it is no longer needed. Thus, each page is retrieved exactly once. The 
cost of a retrieved-once sequence S, denoted Cost(S), is the minimum buffer size (in 
terms of number of pages) required to perform the operation in question if pages are 
read into the main memory buffer according to the sequence S. The minimum bufir 
size problem is to find a retrieved-once sequence of least cost. The problem is more 
formally formulated in the following. 
Let S = (WI,. , w~+~), where m = 1 UI and n = 1 VI, be a retrieved-once sequence 
of G. Define Si = (wi ,..., wi) and Si = (wi+t ,..., w,+,) for Odidm + n. Define 
Rem($) = {w : w E Si and 3 W’ E Si such that (w, w’) t E}. After the pages in Si 
are retrieved and the join among these pages performed, the pages in Rem(Si) must 
remain in the buffer as they still need to join with some pages in Si which are yet to be 
fetched. Note that Rem(&) = 8. Define Mem(Si) = Rem(S,_I ) U {wI} for 1 di<m + n. 
Thus, Mem(Si) is the set of nodes (pages) residing in the buffer at the time page w, 
is just read into the buffer. With these notations, the minimum buffer size problem can 
be formally defined as follows. 
Problem Definition. Let G = (U, V,E) be a bipartite graph, where m = 1 UI and y1 = 
1 VI. The minimum bufSer size problem is to sort the nodes in U U V into a sequence 
s = (WI,... , w,+,) so as to minimize 
Cost(S) = max{(Mem(Si)l : 1 <i<m + n}. 
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As remarked earlier, this problem is NP-hard if G is an arbitrary graph [2]. It can be 
solved efficiently if the page connectivity graph is forward-convex, which is the main 
result of this section. 
We shall assume that the given page connectivity graph is not only forward-convex 
but also connected. This assumption does not lose any generality because the con- 
nected components of a forward-convex graph are each forward-convex; individually 
generating a least-cost retrieved-once sequence for each connected component and then 
putting them together, one after another, immediately yields a least-cost retrieved-once 
sequence for the whole graph. Thus, we focus on connected forward-convex graphs. 
5.1. Alqorithn~ 
Let G = (U, V, E) be a connected forward-convex graph, with forward-convex la- 
beling U = {u, . . . ,um} and V = (~1.. . . , c,~}, and adjacency matrix M( l..m, 1.~1). Let 
S = (~1, ~2.. . w,,,+~) be a retrieved-once sequence. 
Definition 2. A retrieved-once sequence S = (w, _ , M’,+,~ ) is said to be reyulur if the 
following three conditions are satisfied: 
1. S starts with UI and VI; i.e., (wt,wl) = (UI,CI). 
2. The nodes of U appear in S in ascending order, and so do the nodes of V; i.e.. 
(UI,LI~ ,..., u,,) and (LJ~,Q ,..., c,) are each a subsequence of S. 
3. For each i, 1 < i < m + n, there is at least one edge between u’i and St. (Thus, 
after page IV, is read into the buffer, it is immediately used to join with some other 
pages already in the buffer.) 
The importance of regular sequences is that in search for a least-cost retrieved-once 
sequence, we can confine ourselves to regular sequences, due to the following theorem, 
which we choose to prove later in Section 5.2 in order not to interrupt the development 
of the algorithm. 
Theorem 3. For uny retrieuedonce sequence S’. there exists a regular sequencr S 
such tht Cost(S) < Cost(S’). 
It is convenient to think of a regular sequence as a path on the adjacency matrix 
M. For instance, the sequence S = (ut, ~‘1, ~2, ~2, 213, 243, ~4, ~4, z’s, &, us, cl, 116. 
us, ~7, us) may be represented by the path of Fig. 12. The path has a ladder shape 
stretching from the left-top comer to the right-bottom. Such paths are formally defined 
in the following. 
Definition 3. A regulur path on M is a sequence of entries P = ((x1, 2’1 ), , (x,,,+,_1, 
y,,,,_,_ I)) satisfying the following conditions: 
1. M(xi, v,) = 1 for each i, 1 < i < m $- n - 1. 
2. {x,,.. .,x~+~-I} = {l,..., m} and {.vt ,... ,~~~+,~--l} = (1, . . . . R}. 
3. 1 =xI<...<x~+,~--] =m and 1 =~1<...<~,,,+,,-1 =n. 








1 lo 0 
00 1 lo “711 00111 0 00000 1 0000001 0000001 
Fig. 12. Example regular path. 
It is not hard to see that each regular path corresponds to a regular sequence and vice 
versa. Define the cost of a regular path to be the same as its corresponding sequence. 
Then a least-cost regular path translates to a least-cost retrieved-once sequence. 
Now let us see how to compute the cost of a regular path. Let S = (WI, ~2,. . . , w,+,) 
be a regular sequence and P = ((XI, y1 ), . . . , (x~+~_ 1, ym+,,_-l )) its corresponding path. 
Each subpath Pi = ((xl, yl), . . . , (xl, vi)) of P corresponds to a subsequence $+I = 
(Wl,..., wi+l) of 5’. For each point pi = (xi,yi) on P, define R(pi) = IRem(Si+i)l. If 
m + n > 2 (i.e., the given graph has more than one edge), then 
Cost(P) = Cost(S) 
=max{JMem(&)] : 1 Gidm +n} 
=l+max{]Rem(Si)~ :O<i<m+n-1) 
=l+max{R(pi): lbi<m+n-2) 
= 1 + max{R(p) : p is a point on P}. (11) 
Although we have defined &pi) through a path, its value actually is determined 
solely by the point pi and can be easily computed without referring to any particular 
path. For any point (x, y) on A4 such that M(x, y) = 1, R(x, y) is the number of 
pages among ~1,. . . ,u, and vi,. . . , vy that still need to be retained in the buffer. Thus, 
R(x, y) = IX’ ) + 1 Y’ I where X’ = {x’ : M[x’, y + I] = 1) and Y’ = {y’ : M[x + 1, y’] = 
1) . Or, equivalently, 
R(x, y) = max{O,x - tY+l + 1) + max{O, y - Z,+l + l}, (12) 
where Ii, 1 <idm, is the position of the leftmost 1 on row i (i.e., the smallest integer 
j such that M(i,j) = 1) and, similarly, tj, 1 <j < n, is the position of the topmost 1 
on column j (i.e., the smallest integer i such that M(i,j) = 1); I,,,+, = tn+i = co. For 
instance, the point (3,2) in Fig. 12 has R(3,2) = (3 - 1 + 1) + 0 = 3. 
A path from (x, y) to (m, n) on M is said to be a regular sub-path if it is a subpath of 
a regular path. The cost of a regular subpath P is defined as Cost(P) = 1 +max{R(p) : 
p a point on P}. This definition is consistent with Eq. (11). For any entry (x, y) such 
that M(x, y) = 1, let mcost(x, y) denote the cost of a minimum regular subpath from 
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(x, y) to (m, n), whose cost is minimum among all regular subpath from (x, y) to (m, n). 
Note that mcost( 1,l) gives the cost of a least-cost regular path. One readily sees that 
the function mcost(x, y) satisfies the following equation: 
mcost(x, y) = I 
1 if (x, Y) = Cm, n> 
cm if x > m or y > n or 
Wx,yl=O 
max{R(x, y) + 1, min{mcost(x, y + l), otherwise. 
mcost(x + 1, y)}} 
The following procedure computes a least-cost regular path based on the above 
recurrence equation. 
Procedure: Least-cost Regular Path 
Input: A forward-convex graph G = (U, V, E) with forward-convex labeling U = 
{U,,..., urn} and V = {oI,...,~,}. 
Output: a least-cost regular path. 
1. Find the boundary of the l’s in M. Specifically, for each row i, find the left 
margin li and right margin r, of the l’s on row i. Similarly, for each column j, 
find the top margin tj and bottom margin bj of the l’s on column j. 
2. Compute R(x, y) for all (x, y) such that (uX, v?) E E, using Eq. (12). 
3. Compute the function mcost(x, y) as follows. 
for i := 1 to m do mcost(i,ri + 1) := X; 
for j := I to n do mcost(bj + 1,j) := X; 
for i:=m to 1 do 
for j:=yi to li do 
if (i, j) = (m,n) then 
mcost(i, j) := 1 
else if mcost( i, j + 1) < mco.st( i + 1, j) then 
mcost(i, j) := max{R(i, j) + l,mcost(i, j + l)} 
next(i, j) := (i, j + 1) 
else 
mcost(i, j) := max{li(i, j) + l,mcost(i + 1, j)} 
next(i, j) := (i + 1, j) 
4. Print (1, l), next( 1, l), next(next( 1, l)), . . . , until (m, n) is reached. 
End. 
The given graph may be represented by an adjacency matrix or by adjacency lists. 
In both cases, the time complexity of this algorithm is 0( IEI), where IEl is the number 
of edges in the graph (or the number of l’s in M). This is obtained as follows. In step 
1 there is no need to search the entire matrix should G be represented by its adjacency 
matrix; starting with entry (1,1 ), it suffices to visit the l’s in the matrix and the O’s 
that are adjacent to at least a 1; this takes 0( IEI ) t ime. Step 2 evidently needs no more 
than 0( IE I ) time as each computation of Eq. 12 takes only 0( 1) time. Step 3 requires 
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WUI + IV/ + IElI = O(lEl> t’ ime, since IU/ </El and [VI < IEl. Step 4 obviously can 
be done in O(lEl) time. So the overall time complexity is O(lEl). 
The above algorithm always produces optimal solutions for forward-convex graphs. 
In [2] there are two heuristic algorithms that produce near-optimal solutions for forward- 
convex as well non-forward-convex graphs. 
5.2. Proof of Theorem 3 
We now prove Theorem 3, which was stated and used in Section 5.1. To this aim, 
we establish some properties of forward-convex graphs and retrieved-once sequences. 
Definition 4. A bipartite graph G’ = (U’, V’, E’) is said to be complete if (u, v) E E’ 
for all u E U’ and v E V’. 
In the following lemmas, G = (U, V, E) is a connected forward-convex graph with 
forward-convex labeling U = (~1,. . . , u,} and V = {VI,. . . , vn}. 
Lemma 7. If (u,, vb) E E, then the subgruph of G induced by U’ u V’ is a com- 
plete graph, where U’ = (U~I : a’>a und (#,,,vb) E E} and V’= {vb! : b’>b and 
(% Vb’ ) E El. 
Proof. Since the labeling is forward-convex, both U’ and V’ are each a segment. Let 
U’ = {U,, . . .) u,} and V’ = {vb,. . . , vd}. For each pair of nodes ui E U’ and Uj E V’, 
since (ua,Vj) E E and (Ui, r$) E E, it follows from Corollary 1 that (ui, vi) E E. The 
lemma is proved. 0 
For convenience, define sj = Rem(Si) U Si. The following lemma shows that at any 
point of a regular sequence, the nodes (pages) remaining in the buffer together with 
the pages yet to be fetched form a forward-convex subgraph. 
Lemma 8. If S is a regular sequence, then for each i, 1 < i < I UJ + 1 V/, the subgraph 
induced by Si is connected and forward-convex; jiuthermore, the induced labeling on 
ii has the forward-convex property. 
Proof. Since the labeling of G has the forward-convex property and since S retrieves 
the nodes of U (V) in ascending order, it is not hard to see that the nodes of U 
(V) are released from the buffer also in ascending order. Thus, for each i, $i = 
{Uj,. . . > hn} u {Qk, ‘. . , v,} for some j and k. The subgraph induced by these nodes is 
evidently connected and forward-convex. 0 
For any nonempty set W C U U V and a retrieved-once sequence S, we write W 5 S 
if there exists an i, I< i < m + n, such that W 2 Mem(Si). The following two lemmas 
further show some important properties regarding complete subgraphs and retrieved- 
once sequence for any graph. 
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Lemma 9. If G’ = (U’, V’, E’) is u complete subgraph of G, then every retrieved-once 
sequence S of G satis$es either {u’} U V’ C: S j br every u’ E U’ or {v’} U U’ 5 S ,fiw 
every v’ E V’. 
Proof. Since S is a retrieved-once sequence, each retrieved node (page) cannot be 
released from the buffer until all of its adjacent nodes have been accessed. Let s be 
the first node in U’ U V’ to be released from the buffer. 
Case 1. x E U’. Since G’ = (U’, V’, E’) is complete and x is the first-released node 
in U’ U V’, there exists an i, 0 < i 6 1 Uj f 1 V 1, such that {x} U V’ C: Mem($). After 
that, no node in V’ can be released until every other node in U’ has been retrieved. 
That means, {u’} U V’ L S for every U’ E U’. 
Cuse 2. x E V’. In this case, a similar argument will show {E’} IJ U’ C S for every 
C’EV’. 0 
Lemma 10. Let G’ = (U’, V’, E’) be a complete subgraph of G and S u retrieved- 
once sequence. If there exist two subsets U” 2 U’ and V” C V’ such thut U” C S 
and V” L S, then U” U V” 5 S. 
Proof. Assume U” 5 S and V” C S, where U” C U’ and V” C V’. Let U” C Mem(S;) 
and V” C Mem(Sj). Assume i # j, or U” u V” C Mem(S,) and the lemma is proved. 
Without loss of generality, we further assume i < j. Since G’ is complete and S is 
retrieved-once, it must be that U” C Rem(S,). Hence, U” U V” 2 Mem(S,) & S. C 
We are now ready to prove the theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let G = (U, V, E) be a connected forward-convex graph with jbrM*ard- 
convex labeling U = (~1,. . . , u,} and V = (c.1,. .) II,,}. For any retrieved-once 
sequence S ?f’ G, there exists u regular sequence R oj’ G such that Cost(R) 
<Cost(S). 
Proof. Let S be any retrieved-once sequence. We shall construct a regular sequence R 
such that Cost(R)<Cost(S). Starting with R” = (~1, VI), we shall extend it to R’, R2, 
and so on, until all nodes are included. The resulting sequence, say Rk, will be our R. 
Let R” = (~1, VI ). For i = 1,2,. , as long as lR’-’ 1 # m+n, construct R’ as follows. 
1. If Rem(R'-' ) is a subset of U (or V), then let R’ = R” o y, where y is the first 
node of V (or U, respectively) that is not in R’-‘. (The basic idea is that if the pages 
currently in the buffer are all from the same relation then fetch the next page from the 
other relation.) 
2. Otherwise, let of (vf , respectively) be the first node in Rem(R’-’ ) that belongs to 
U (V, respectively). Let xf be either uf or tlf such that {x,‘} U (Adj(xf) n i?-‘) C S. 
and let X be the node set containing xf .Define 
R’=R’-‘oA;oB, 
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where 
A; = Ad”&) -It-’ 
and 
Bi = {x’ E X : Adj(x’) c Adj(xf)} - I?-‘. 
(Comments: The pages in Ai are those needed by page xi but not yet fetched. So 
we go ahead to get them. After these pages are read into the buffer and the join 
performed, page xf can be released from the buffer. At this point, the pages needed 
by any x’ E Bi are all available in the buffer. Thus, the pages in Bi can be read 
into the buffer one by one and immediately released from the buffer. As a result, 
Mem(R’-’ o A;) = Rem(R’-‘) U A; and if B; = {bl,. . . ,b4} then Mem(R’-’ o A; o bl o 
~~~ob~)~Rem(R'-l)UA;U{b~}-{xf} foreachj,l<j<q. 
Now we show by induction that R’, as defined above, is meaningful whenever 
JR’-‘) < m + n. R” is obviously well-defined, and it is a regular subsequence (i.e., 
a prefix of some regular sequence). Suppose that R’-’ has been well-defined and is a 
regular subsequence with IR’-’ ( < m + II. 
Case 1: R’ is defined in step 1. In this case, since G is connected, Rem(R’-’ ) # 8 
and y exists. Thus R’ is well-defined. Since the labeling of G is forward-convex, by 
Corollary 1 there must be an edge between y and Rem(R’-’ ) and, hence, R’ is a regular 
subsequence. 
Case 2: R’ is defined in step 2. By Lemma 8, the subgraph of G induced by the 
-i-l 
nodes of R IS a connected forward-convex graph. Therefore, (us, vf) E E and, as 
a result of Lemma 7, the subgraph of G induced by (Adj(uS) U Adj(vf)) n k’-’ is a 
complete graph. Hence, by Lemma 9, xf exists and R’ is well defined. That R’ is a 
regular subsequence can be readily checked. 
Assume that the above procedure yields R” CR’ C . . C Rk. Write Rk as R. As a 
regular subsequence containing m + n elements, R is a regular sequence. 
Next, we show by induction that for each prefix R’ of R, IMem(R’)I d Cost(S), from 
which it follows that Cost(R) 6 Cost(S). 
It is evident that Mem(R’) C S, and each prefix R’ of R” satisfies lMem(R’)I < Cost(S). 
As the induction hypothesis, assume Mem(R’-‘) & S and each of its prefix R’ satisfies 
IMem(R’)( <Cost(S). We have to show that hIem L S and each of its prefix R’ 
satisfies IMem(R’)( <Cost(S). 
Case 1: R’ = Rip1 o y. It follows directly from Lemma 10 and the induction hypoth- 
esis Mem(R’-‘) C S that Mem(R’) = Rem(R’-‘) U {y} cMem(R’-‘) U {y} _C S. 
Case 2: R’ = R’-‘oA;oB;. By the induction hypothesis, Rem(R’-‘) C Mem(R’-‘) r S. 
From definitions of xf and A;, one readily sees Ai = Adj(xf )nif-’ & Adj(xf )nk’-’ L 
S. It can be checked that Rem(R’-‘) and Ai are contained in a complete subgraph of 
G. Thus, by Lemma 10, we have 
Rem(R’-‘) U Ai L S (13) 
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which implies that ]Mem(R’)/ <Cost(S) for each prefix R’ of R’-~’ o A,. Let B, = 
{b I,.... b<,}. Ob serve that for 1 < j < q, 
Mem(R’-’ o A, o hl o . o h,) 2 Rem(Rfp’) U A, U {h,} ~ {xf}. (14) 
Eqs. (13) and (14) imply Mew(R) C S (by Lemma IO). Furthermore, for each ,i, 
1 <j d q, ]Mem(R’-’ ) 0 Ai o ht 0 ‘0 h,)l < ]Rem(R’-’ U A;)1 <Cost(S). This completes 
the induction step. 0 
6. Conclusion 
We have defined the class of forward-convex graphs and showed it to be identical 
to the class of bipartite permutation graphs. We also developed an algorithm that tests 
whether a bipartite graph is forward-convex and, if so, generates a forward-convex 
labeling for the graph. Forward-convex graphs are interesting to us because the page 
connectivity graphs of many frequently encountered join operations are forward-convex. 
A number of NP-complete problems can be solved in polynomial time when the input 
instances are restricted to forward-convex graphs. We have reported one such result 
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